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S C H E D U L E S

SCHEDULE 1 Article 9(1).

MINOR AMENDMENTS

The Exchequer and Financial Provisions Act(Northern Ireland) 1950 (c. 3)

1. In section 10 (Finance Accounts)—
(a) in subsection (1) for “one” substitute “two, twenty-four”;
(b) in subsection (2) for “fourteen days” substitute “one week”.

2. In section 30 (investment of Government funds)—
(a) for “Solicitor to the Ministry” in both places where it occurs substitute “Head of Legal

Services”;
(b) in paragraph (a), for the words from “subject to” to the end substitute “be carried out by

the Head of Legal Services subject to the direction and control of the Department”;
(c) in paragraph (b), for “such Solicitor” substitute “Head of Legal Services”.

3. In section 31(5) (definition of Government fund)—
(a) for the words from “administered” to “by” substitute “which is under the control of”;
(b) at the end add “in pursuance of any enactment”.

4.—(1)  In subsection (1) of section 33 (provision for charging capital expenditure of certain
schools)—

(a) the words from “made or to be made” to “forty-eight”; and
(b) “unless and until Parliament otherwise determines”,

shall cease to have effect.
(2)  In subsection (2) of that section—

(a) “money” in the second place where it occurs shall cease to have effect;
(b) for “by virtue of” substitute “under”.

(3)  In subsection (3) of that section—
(a) for “by virtue of” substitute “under”;
(b) for the words from “any sums so issued” to “Exchequer” substitute “provision for such

repayment may be made”.

5. In section 33A(1) (provision for charging capital expenditure required for accommodation of
public services), “unless and until Parliament otherwise determines” shall cease to have effect.

6. In section 36(2) (Capital Accounts), the words from “for the purposes” to “enactment” shall
cease to have effect.

7. In section 40 (interpretation)—
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(a) in the definition of “enactment” in subsection (1), for the words from “includes” to
“such Act” substitute “means any statutory provision (as defined in section 1(f) of the
Interpretation Act (Northern Ireland) 1954)”;

(b) subsection (2) shall cease to have effect.

8. In the First Schedule (Treasury Bills), in paragraph 4 the words “or the Second Secretary”
shall cease to have effect.

The Administrative and Financial Provisions Act (Northern Ireland) 1964 (c. 6)

9. In section 3(2), for the words from “section 12” to “Post Office” substitute “section 11 of the
National Debt Act 1972 as respects money raised under the auspices of the Director of Savings”.
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